ALD supplement

EpiValence: R&D strategy
As a key supplier of specialty chemicals to the semiconductor industry,
a robust Research and Development pipeline is critical to meet current
and future customer needs.
UNDERSTANDING market demands and working
with partners to deliver compounds suitable to enable
next generation applications is performed as widely
as possible to ensure the EpiValence product portfolio
evolves appropriately. Collaboration helps identify
the molecule characteristics that are desired and then
the EpiValence R&D team work in the laboratory to
experimentally produce potential candidates that can
be tested and evaluated. Further detail of this process
is described below along with the subsequent steps
that are necessary to introduce a new product in a
controlled fashion at the scale demanded to service
customer processes as they take up new technology.
EpiValence is a specialised chemical manufacturer
with dedicated laboratories designed to handle highly
sensitive materials in a safe, controlled fashion such
that ultra-high quality products can be made and
delivered to end users. With fumehoods equipped
with bespoke Schlenk line technologies and high
integrity glove boxes, strict inert atmosphere protocols
can be applied to minimise contamination and ensure
impurity levels are very low (typically 4N-6N grade
products are available). As an SME operating in the
North East of UK EpiValence relies on its expert team
of chemists whose combined involvement in the
precursor industry spans in excess of 40 years. Both
Production and Research personnel pay the utmost
attention to detail using quality procedures that are
ISO9001 compliant.
The main objective in developing a new precursor
offering is to enhance the performance of end user
devices fabricated using the chemical. This can be
achieved by either increasing an existing molecules
purity or by creating a new molecule (or combination
of molecules) that can be used in a modified process
to optimise the specific deposition quality. For
example by increasing precursor stability a higher
deposition temperature could be employed to access
a different phase of the target film or by decreasing
stability the ability to deposit on thermally sensitive
substrates can be accessed. In all cases managing
the synthesis and design changes needed must
consider numerous production challenges to ensure
the highest potential compound is investigated.
The process employed at EpiValence is an iterative
one as shown on figure above and involves many
evaluation steps to assess the samples prepared

experimentally. The physical assessment is
performed to identify firstly the chemical properties
of the compound (ie stability, reactivity, volatility ) and
secondly the purity with respect to organic and trace
metals. For all vapour phase delivery processes there
are three areas to consider namely a) conversion of
source chemical to vapour b) transport of this vapour
to the deposition chamber c) use of vapour to deposit
target film. The physical properties listed above
indicate if a) and b) can be achieved and provide key
information for c).
The suitability of a precursor to a specific deposition
technology is highly dependent on that technology
with different levels of importance allocated to each
criteria involved. For example in ALD, a surface driven
deposition technique, high thermal stability and high
reactivity are key. In CVD, a thermally driven technique,
the gas phase reactivity should be low and thermal
stability must be managed between strict parameters.
The main techniques employed to evaluate samples
are Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) for physical properties
and organic purity and Inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) for metallic purity.
TGA provides stability and volatility information to
demonstrate its transport properties and potential for
use in the deposition process whilst NMR confirms the
structure of the molecule. Both also highlight organic
impurities such as solvent or unreacted raw materials
to inform the chemists of the effectiveness of the
synthesis/purification processes employed to isolate
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the sample. Having successfully isolated high purity
material, EpiValence partners perform growth trials to
assess the quality of deposition that can be achieved
and highlight the performance improvements gained.
Feedback from the growth team is used to modify the
molecule design and/or synthesis method to generate
further samples and the cycle is repeated to maximise
performance and identify the best candidate for the
end user.

We Design, Manufacture
and Supply Specialty
Chemicals to the
Electronics Industry

ALD/CVD/MOCVD
Thin Film Precursors for
and other techniques

On identification of the molecule, the EpiValence team
proceed to transition the synthesis to a production
environment by increasing scale and establishing
repeatability criteria such that a complete product
specification can be generated and offered to
customers in the volumes needed for their processes.
As illustrated in the ﬂow chart to the right, quality and
safety issues are addressed throughout this task, thus
reliability can be ensured for all new precursors
generated immediately on product launch.

Standard
= elements
we supply

Comprehensive synthesis facilities for development and production of high quality chemicals

Inert atmosphere handling
High Integrity treatment systems
Custom synthesis capability
Collaborative Research

EpiValence is currently working on a number of
exciting projects to expand its product range to
enhance choice and improve performance in end user
processes. These include higher purity precursors for
specialised applications, increased volume production
for molecules that are rolling out into new areas and
speculative research into new chemistry to enable
deposition of novel materials from new precursor
combinations under conditions suited to ﬂexible
electronics as well as conventional coatings.
For more information please contact us at:
E: info@epivalence.com or T: +441642 924904

www.epivalence.com
info@epivalence.com
+44 (0)1642 924 904
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